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FILTERS

K & N CHEMICALS
• Specially formulated to work in combination with cotton fabric in K & N air filter elements providing

a superior air filtration system.

• When used as directed, it quickly penetrates the filter pleats, where it remains suspended in the
cotton fabric.

• Saturation is maintained until the element is eventually cleaned with K & N's Filter Cleaner and
Degreaser.

Recharger Kit
8 oz. Squeeze Oil, 12 oz Filter CleanerS 850-RK02 $17.95-J

6 1/2 oz. Spray Oil, 12 oz Filter Cleaner 850-RK01 $17.95-J

K & N Air Filter Oil
Squeeze - 8 oz. 850-FO08 $ 6.95-J

Aerosol - 12 oz. 850-F012 $11.95-J

XStream Air Filter - Designed for the Serious Racer
K & N's new universal clamp-on air filter, with the "XStream" top, enhances performance. Air flowing directly through the
"XStream" top into the carburetor, actually pulls more air in through the side pleats for even greater performance efficiency.
The "XStream" racing air filter provides absolutely the best filtration available. When racing in the Dust Zone racers need all
the protection and airflow they can get.
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580-RX3810 $109.95-J 62mm 114mm 152mm 156mm 16mm Centered

580-RX3820 $109.95-J 114mm 102mm 152mm 16mm Centered

580-RX3770 $97.95-J 114mm 152mm 156mm 51mm 20 degree Angled

580-RX3800 $89.95-J 114mm 102mm 152mm 51mm 20 degree Angled

K & N Snowcharger 580-SN2530PK $25.95-J

SnowChargers� are the pre-filter answer to the snow that packs down into the pleats of your
snowmobile air filter. Their special woven process repels snow and water instead of allowing
the harmful moisture from soaking into the air filter. SnowChargers also deflect other debris
such as grass, rocks and mud when grass track racing or crossing snowless trails.
SnowChargers offer minimum restriction, yet allow optimum airflow and are easy to clean
and return to service.

• 2 7/16" ID x 3 3/4" Filter Base x 3" Filter Top x 4" Filter Length

• 20� flange

SPI Universal Pre Filters $10.95-H

• Water repellent , black nylon

LENGTH DIAMETER TCI PART #

7" 3.75" 598-9950

5" 3" 598-9951

SPI Polaris Pre Filters 759-8800 $29.95-H

• Fits Edge Chassis (2000-05)

• Eliminates powder and ice build-up

• Made of water repellent black nylon




